This work investigates task-driven optimization of fluence field modulation (FFM) and regularization for modelbased iterative reconstruction (MBIR) when different imaging tasks are presented by different organs. Example applications of the design framework were demonstrated in an abdomen phantom where the task of interest in the liver is a low-contrast, low-frequency detection task while that in the kidney is a high-contrast, high-frequency discrimination task. The global performance objective is based on maximizing local detectability index (d ) at a discrete set of locations. Two objective functions were formulated based on different imaging needs: 1) a maximin objective where all tasks are equally important, and 2) a region-of-interest (ROI) objective to maximize imaging performance in an ROI while maintaining a minimum level of performance elsewhere. The FFM pattern for the maxi-min objective is determined by the most challenging task in the liver where both angular and spatial modulation resulted in a ∼35% improvement in d compared to an unmodulated case. The FFM for the ROI objective prescribes the most fluence to the organs of interest, boosting d by ∼59%, but manages to achieve the minimum d target elsewhere. A spatially varying regularization was found to be important when tasks of different frequency content are present in different parts of the image -the optimal regularization strength for the two studied tasks differed by two orders of magnitude. Initial investigations in this work demonstrated that a multi-task objective is potentially important in shaping the optimal FFM and MBIR regularization, and that these tools may help to generalize task-based acquisition and reconstruction design for more complex diagnostic scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamic FFM has garnered significant research interest due to its ability to accommodate different patient habitus and robustness against patient mis-centering. Various hardware solutions [1] [2] [3] have demonstrated potential for achieving FFM on diagnostic CT scanners. What FFM patterns should be delivered, however, remains an open question. Options include strategies that minimize the mean variance 4 or peak variance 5 in filtered-backprojection reconstructions. However, CT image quality assessment has been moving toward more sophisticated metrics that use human observer models to quantify task-based performance. Similarly, MBIR methods are increasingly being adopted for clinical scanners. Previous work 6 investigated FFM designs and MBIR data processing driven by task-based image quality metrics and found that the FFM optimal for MBIR can be significantly different from those proposed for FBP reconstruction, suggesting an important coupling between the optimization of acquisition and reconstruction. Moreover, the flexibility of MBIR regularization (e.g. in a space-variant fashion) provides a potentially large space of reconstruction parameters that can be simultaneously optimized with the FFM pattern to achieve the best performance.
A major limitation of the previous work is the assumption of a single imaging task throughout the image. It is more clinically realistic that there are multiple tasks of interest and different organs may present different imaging tasks. Depending on the clinical need, the different task functions may also impact task-driven designs of FFM in different ways. Thus, this work presents an initial investigation of the incorporation of multi-task objectives in the design framework and studies the effect on FFM and regularization design.
METHODS

Multi-Task Multi-Location Objective Function
For a single binary decision task, performance can be quantified by its detectability index (d ), which is, in turn, related to the area-under-curve (AUC) of the receiver-operator characteristics (ROC) curve. Abdomen phantom with an organ mask for the liver and spleen as well as an organ mask for the two kidneys. The imaging task in the liver and spleen is a sphere detection task presenting a low-frequency task function. The imaging task in the kidneys is the discrimination between a cluster of kidney stones of random orientations and a larger monolithic stone, resulting in a mid-to-high spatial frequency task function. scenario, there may be an unknown number of lesions of different types appearing at multiple locations in the image. While existing analysis methods (e.g., the alternative free response ROC) may be extended to describe such cases, computing such a figure of merit is computationally intensive and poorly suited for optimization purposes. In this work, we optimize the local imaging performance in a number of locations (j), which can be quantified by a convenient analytical form of d , given by:
The local modulation transfer function (MTF) and local noise power spectrum (NPS) are denoted by T j and S j , respectively, with the subscript j indicating location dependence. The task function is represented by W T askj , which may also vary from location to location. The global imaging performance can thus be formulated according to the imaging needs. Example scenarios integrating this performance measure into multi-task and multi-location designs are detailed and investigated below.
Imaging Task and Phantom
Example applications of multi-task optimization is demonstrated in an abdomen phantom shown in Fig.1 . From an anatomical model (e.g., derived from a low-dose 3D scout image 7 ), we extract two organ masks -one for the liver and spleen, and one for the left and right kidneys. We investigate a simplified case where the imaging task of interest in the liver and spleen is the detection of a low-contrast, hypo-dense spherical lesion, and the imaging task in the kidney is a high-contrast discrimination task to differentiate a cluster of kidney stones from a larger monolithic stone. The orientation of the cluster is allowed to vary, i.e., the local performance metric may account for signal variability. Rather than performing d calculations over every point in the two regions, evaluations were performed at a subset of discrete locations as illustrated by the uniform placement of stimuli within each mask in the phantom image in Fig.1. 
Maximizing minimum d (Maxi-min Objective)
One possible formulation of the image quality objective is for all tasks to seek a acquisition and reconstruction solution where all tasks are performed at a minimum level performance. Or alternatively, under a fixed dose budget, find a solution that maximizes the minimum performance for all tasks in the image. The objective function thus follows the following maxi-min form:
where υ denotes the set of discrete sample locations, and Ω denotes the imaging parameters to be optimized.
Maximizing d in an organ of interest while maintaining min d elsewhere (ROI Objective)
Consider the following alternate design objective: If there is a particular organ of interest, one may want to maximize performance in that organ while maintaining a minimum level of image quality elsewhere. Towards this end, we formulate an objective function that follows the maxi-min formulation in the region of interest (region 1 -the region of interest, ROI), and impose a penalty when the d in region 2 (elsewhere) is less than a minimum level. Furthermore, to maximize d in the region of interest, we encourage the d in region 2 to be flat by imposing another penalty with a smaller weight. The ROI objective function is therefore:
where w m is the penalty weight for d less than the minimum level (d min ) and is set to 1, w f is the weight for flatness and is set to 0.15. In this work, we maximize d in the kidneys while assigning a minimum level of d in the liver that is equivalent to the minimum d under a constant/unmodulated fluence pattern.
Task-Driven Optimization of Acquisition and Reconstruction
The MBIR method investigated in this work is quadratic penalized-likelihood reconstruction, which is written:
where the volume µ is reconstructed from measurements y, and L denotes the likelihood function and C is a pairwise voxel difference operator. Regularization strength is given by a vector β, whose element β j are allowed to vary as a function of location and constitute the reconstruction parameters to be jointly optimized with FFM. The local MTF and NPS for images reconstructed with (4) can be efficiently predicted using Fourier and analytical approximations in Refs. 8, 9 which follows:
The diagonal weighting matrix W = D{y} models the variance of fluence modulated data.
Allowable FFM patterns spans the sinogram domain, (u, θ), where u denotes horizontal detector elements, and θ denotes projection angles. To reduce the dimensionality of the optimization, we parameterized FFM as a linear combination of local 2D Gaussian basis functions (Fig.2 ) capable of producing a versatile class of modulation patterns. In addition, a constant plane (not shown) is also added in order to include a "no modulation" case in the search space. A dose constraint is imposed such that the total barebeam fluence incident on the phantom sums up to a fixed value. Thus the design space (Ω) for acquisition and reconstruction parameters includes the coefficients of these bases and the vector of regularization parameters, β.
To jointly optimize FFM and regularization, we adopted an alternating optimization approach. The fluence of each ray affects image quality in multiple locations, while β j only affects performance locally. Thus, the coefficient vector for FFM is optimized using a covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) optimizer following the objective function in 2.1, while each local β j is identified through an exhaustive search to maximize local d . One may also use such methods to optimize regularization alone for any given FFM pattern. 
RESULTS
As a reference, the d map, d (x, y), for a constant fluence (unmodulated) is shown in Fig.3(a) . A constant β was chosen to maximize the minimum d in the liver (minimum at yellow cross). The magnitude of d decreases from the edge to the center. The d from a β only optimization is shown in Fig.3 (b) together with the optimal β map. The d is much higher in the kidney due to lower local β j values suited for the high frequency task.
Optimization results using the maxi-min objective function are shown in Fig.4 . The FFM pattern is driven by performance requirements of the more challenging task in the liver (where the lower d' is always found), and the angular modulation pattern prescribes higher fluence to the less attenuating anteroposterior views, consistent with findings in previous work. 6, 10 The d in the liver is flatter compared to the unmodulated case and the minimum d is improved by ∼35%. The β map reflects similar trends as Fig.3 where the optimal values in the kidney is much lower compared to those in the liver.
Results for the ROI objective are shown in Fig.5 . The angular fluence modulation pattern still mirrors that of the maxi-min objective, but the fluence distribution along detector elements are bi-modal and closely follow the sinogram locations of two kidneys (overlaid as a magenta mask). As a result, the d values in the kidneys are significantly increased. The minimum d is kept the same as that in the unmodulated case in Fig.3 . The difference in β between the kidney and liver is even greater than in the maxi-min example. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This work explored two example multi-task objectives that drive FFM and regularization designs based on different clinical needs. For the maxi-min objective, we found that FFM designs were dictated by the more difficult task (that with lower d' values). Alternately, the ROI objective permits improvements in regional detectability while maintaining a minimum performance level elsewhere. For future work, we will examine additional multi-task scenarios, and evaluate image quality in simulated reconstructions. While these initial studies have only begun to probe multi-task design for FFM and MBIR regularization, the maxi-min and ROI objectives are potentially important tools in optimizing performance for a wider range of clinical diagnostic tasks.
